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Advanced roll stock inventory solution for tracking every aspect of roll stock — from
ordering to consumption.
Available as part of the complete EFI suite of
manufacturing solutions — or as a standalone
module — CorrTrac helps corrugated manufacturers
track every aspect of their roll stock inventory, from
ordering to consumption, and the ability to monitor and
manage paper costs throughout the accounting period.
TM

amounts of roll stock, and preserves the identity
and attributes of each individual roll.

®

CorrTrac’s automation and systems integration helps
plants eliminate errors resulting from manual data entry,
and increases roll stock inventory accuracy — ensuring
that plant floor employees use the correct roll stock for
a particular job. CorrTrac is user friendly — the simple
user interface helps employees to quickly process large

In plants that use CorrTrim for trimming and
scheduling their corrugator, CorrTrac can pass realtime roll availability information directly to CorrTrim,
facilitating accurate and timely scheduling while
improving trim results.
®

CorrTrac includes essential reporting features that
provide plant management with detailed and actionable
information on consumption history (by order, shift, or
plant), roll history, and inventory — per grade, width,
or state.

Business benefits
• Eliminates inventory errors
• Reduces downtime
• Reduces waste
• Provides visibility of roll stock from order
to consumption
• Provides ability to trace rolls used on orders
• Manages butt roll inventory and tags easily

CorrTrac enables automated demand-driven roll stock
replenishment to help reduce errors.
Demand-driven replenishment
CorrTrac enables automatic demand-driven roll stock
replenishment to help reduce errors when ordering, and give
better visibility into projected roll stock demand. CorrTrac’s
Reorder Manager analyzes the number of rolls on hand, in transit,
and historic roll stock consumption — and recommends the
appropriate amount of rolls to order by grade and width.
Planners can conﬁgure the Reorder Manager with minimum,
maximum, and target inventory levels, and the software
will use this information for roll stock analysis and order

recommendations. Planners can include or exclude speciﬁc
paper and width combinations from this analysis.
CorrTrac can automatically transmit approved roll stock orders,
or RFQ’s based on delivery date, directly to the mill via integration
with CorrChain — EFI’s supply chain execution software. In
addition, CorrTrac can receive ASN’s and invoices electronically
from the mill and send Electronic Fund Transfers (EFT) back to
the mill via CorrChain. Depending upon the level of CorrChain
integration at the mill, orders can appear directly in the mill’s own
business system — and a delivery promise can be automatically
transmitted back to the plant — reducing manual order entry.
®

Clamp truck module
Using the wireless module, you can install clamp truck screens
and provide your drivers with roll stock inventory, tracking
capability, and real-time corrugator lineup data. Your drivers will
know exactly what time to deliver each roll to your corrugator
in order to satisfy demand.

Wet end module
The wet end module records roll stock consumption and prints
labels as the corrugator produces butt rolls. With CorrTrac you
will have total traceability and will be able to reconcile which rolls
ran against which orders, and at what times.

EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging,
textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital
front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms
and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting
productivity. Visit www.eﬁ.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.

Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services.
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